INITIALIZE

Robot
Platform Type
VEX Robotics
VEX 2.0 Cortex, Natural Language 2.0
Robot
VEXCortex Communication Mode
VEXNet or USB
Robot
Compiler target
Physical Robot

If you want to get default back on the robot
VEX.com/firmware
For upgrading joystick or robot firmware

START A NEW FILE
MOTORS and SENSORS

Select
the
correct
port

Name
the
motor

One motor needs
to be reverse from
the

Indicate which
side of the robot
the motor is on

BUILD A PROGRAM:

Choose: degrees & rotations
require an encoder; better to
choose time, milliseconds,
*seconds or minutes

Drag and drop
your command

Speed;
0-100

# of
rotations

Select to check your
program for errors

or

MUST DO THIS EVERY TIME YOU
CHANGE THE CODE
You should get a debugger window.
Click START
to test program

You can create wider turns using the following to make each motor run at different speeds:

You must also add timing and stop
motors

+ speeds run clockwise
- Speeds run counterclockwise

You can also select which
motors you would like to stop

ADD OTHER MOTORS
Clicking on the
numbers will turn the
line green and makes
them // COMMENTS

Make sure you use “seconds”
for timing if you are not using
an encoder

You can create a template for your motor set up:
Motors and Sensors
Standard Models
Custom Configuration
Save as New User Model
Apply
File containing User Def. Mod. Config
(browse)

REMOTE CONTROL

Buttons on the controller

threshhold

armControl and buttonControl
do the same thing

CREATE A LOOP

speed

These may not default to up and
down, you may have to switch
them here

turn on the robot, then turn on the remote

If you forget or need help you
can use the help function. All
functions can be found in HELP
Example:
* Help
Open Help F1
Command Library VEX Cortex
Graphical
Remote Control
Tank control

COMPETITION TEMPLATE
Important for autonomous

File
New
Competition Template

SENSORS

You can check where to plug sensors in by
going to “Motors and Sensors setup”
Select your sensor.

Or

*To see values of sensors:
With debugger window open
Robot
Debugger window
Sensors

